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Hello Members!

 The CCSA staff and BOD have been extremely busy these past few months.  We’ve been helping to 
put things together for the magazine, planning our next Regional and most importantly, we’ve been getting 
all the fine details complete for our annual convention.

 The word “rebirth” has come up several times during recent conversations.  The CCSA is going through 
a rebirth.  Only a few years ago, we were an association of new studio owners trying to make the PYOP 
concept a part of everyday lives.  To date, our association is full of long time studio owners.  We’ve all 
survived the recession and are ready to move to the next level.  

 So let’s start by talking about elephants.  We have plenty of them in the room right now.  The first 
one is about our CEO position.  The plan two years ago, after our first CEO change, was to “go in a 
new direction”.  That new direction never seemed to take full effect.  It was more about the Board 
and interim/new CEO learning the responsibilities of our association.  Once the current BOD 
memorized the bylaws and policies and talked to suppliers and studio owners, we knew we were not 
doing enough for the members of the CCSA.  We also had to deal with two directors choosing 
to resign.  With their resignations, the remaining Board chose to bring back veterans from previous 
boards to help with the transitions that our association needs.  One of those changes was once again, 
replacing the CEO.  This decision was not made lightly, and going forward we are being careful not to 
rush in finding a replacement.  

 The other elephant is “transparency”.  We are making every effort to assure our transparency.   
I understand that not knowing what you don’t know is confusing.  In this case, we want you to know 
everything!  The only things we cannot and will not discuss are confidential employee matters.  What have
we done to become more transparent?  We created a monthly newsletter to be distributed to the full 
membership with the hopes of keeping you informed.   The Board felt that posting minutes wouldn’t give 
you the information you’re looking for since they are only documenting who was in attendance, date, time 
and votes.  We discussed this subject over and over and felt a newsletter would better explain our plans. 
In addition to adding the newsletter, we added an e-mail address to the CCSA website to request meeting 
minutes.  Any requested minutes should be received within a few days.  This Board has no hidden agendas 
or ulterior motives.  We gain NOTHING by keeping the membership in the dark.  We want the future of the 
CCSA to be known by its members.  Creating unity within this association is what is important to the Board.

 In moving to the next level, we’ve been listening to your comments.  What we’ve heard is that you 
are looking for professionals that can tweak what you are currently doing in your business so you can 
maximize your income and save on your bottom line.  Taking that information, we hired 4 professional 
speakers/business owners to teach at convention.  I personally cannot wait to hear from these individuals! 
Some of the items they will be covering are merchandising, HR questions, successful events, and many 
more topics that will definitely increase your business profits.  

 Another request from the membership was to go to certain areas of the country and provide a 
small taste of what happens at convention.  In turn, the Board approved to host Regional events.  The 
most responsible way to do this financially was to ask studios to host the 2 day event.  We understand 
how important it is to occasionally meet up with other business owners.  This is a way to refresh your 
attitude and creative thinking towards your business.  With that being said, Regional events were not 
created to replace attending convention.  A Regional is only a small portion of what you get from our 
annual convention.  Don’t make the mistake of missing your opportunity to build relationships with 
suppliers and international studio members.  We all have so much to learn but we need to do it collectively.

 I’ll close this letter by saying thank you.  Studio and supplier members have expressed to the Board they 
are excited about recent changes.  It’s extremely encouraging to move forward knowing you have the sup-
port of so many peers.  We want to keep moving the CCSA to a better place in the business world.  I look 
forward to seeing you all in September!

 Kami Hatley, CCSA President 
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 by Susan Walker, CCSA

Dear CCSA Members,

 We hope you are enjoying all of the great benefits of being a CCSA Member! The website 
and chatter are probably most used of all of the benefits, so if you are not using them, be sure 
to get your usernames and passwords so that you can take advantage of all of the great 
information and support these sites have to offer. If you have any trouble with your usernames 
or passwords, please email me or Bonnie, and we will get you up and running! 
susan@ccsaonline.com or bonnie@ccsaonline.com
 Please be sure to let me know if any of your contact information changes, of you move, 
or if you add any new product offerings to your store. We can then update our database and 
our listing for you on our consumer site.
 Convention is right around the corner! I am looking forward to seeing old friends 
and meeting new ones. Keep an eye out for my volunteer round-up. I will be looking for 
volunteers for everything from registration desk help to auction spotters. It takes a lot of 
volunteers to make convention run smoothly, and volunteering is a great way to meet 
people and get involved in your organization!
 Thanks for supporting the CCSA!
 Sincerely,

Susan Walker
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Susan Says

Staff Update
 by Bonnie Karet, CCSA

Hello CCSA Members,

 Elections are coming! Serving on the BOD is a great way to give back to the CCSA.
Intent forms will be emailed to all members soon. If you have great ideas for the CCSA 
and the time to commit to help make those ideas realities, then the BOD needs you!
 Membership is down from last year, but starting to grow again. Compared to other 
organizations, the CCSA has fared very well during the last few tough years. Convention 
attendance is forecasted to be robust for Fuel Your Creative Fire, In Birmingham, AL
 People always ask what they can do to help, to give back to the CCSA. The simple 
answer is, attend convention! Our suppliers bring their products and their teachers to 
convention with the hopes that the members will attend and take advantage of the learning 
opportunities, the great convention discounts on product, and also the face time opportunities, 
We have so much to learn from each other! We bring all of that knowledge, enthusiasm and 
inspiration back to our studios. When our studios are the best they can be, when our customers 
are raving about their experiences with us, our whole industry is stronger because of it. It is 
simple math: Great studio + happy customer = more sales for all of us.
 This year, the BOD has pulled out all the stops. With an impressive line-up of professional 
business speakers, with expertise in everything from merchandising to retail strategies to 
HR issues, and a full schedule of marketable technique and biz-nique classes, this is going to 
be the best convention in years.
 Your BOD is motivated, your CCSA Staff is motivated, and we want all of you to be 
motivated! Celebrate our amazing industry in Birmingham, AL, Sept. 9-12.
 See you there!

 Bonnie Karet
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 Dear Kiln Goddess: When I paint with pottery glazes the 
colors are all different shades of reds and browns but they turn 
blues and greens and sometimes speckled in my kiln. Why?
 Dear Confused: Pottery glazes have iron in them which is 
where the red color comes from, there are also crystals suspend-
ed in the iron laden liquid in some pottery glazes. When extreme 
heat is applied to the pottery glaze, the iron undergoes some 
changes and the resulting colors are revealed, or it’s magic.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: What is the best way to actively up-
sell your customer from painting one object to two pieces on 
the same session?
 Dear Show me: This Kiln Goddess recommends that you have 
plenty of samples with additions on them.  If it is a box, fuse a tot 
or an addition or a small collectible item on top. People look to 
the samples to decide what to do. If your samples are multifaceted, 
it will inspire your customers to create similar pieces. You could 
also put your samples in groupings to encourage additional sales.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: How do you get regulars (adults 
and kids) to feel comfortable but not too comfortable? I 
could do it in a classroom but I can’t do it here!
 Dear Can’t: Your question reminds me of a favorite quote of 
mine “If you think you can or you think you can’t you are probably 
right” H. Ford (No, not Harrison Ford) You are the only person 
who CAN. If a regular is doing something that you would prefer 
they do not do it is up to you to explain that while you appreci-
ate their willingness to help, it is not acceptable for them to assist 
customers, make change in the cash drawer, dance naked in the 
party room, or whatever it is that they are doing that makes you 
uncomfortable. Your studio IS your classroom, take control!

 Dear Kiln Goddess: Can I fire glass in a ceramic kiln?
 Dear Future Fuser: Yes, you absolutely can fire glass in a ce-
ramic kiln...but not with your ceramics. Set your ramp and hold 
programs to the glass manufacturer’s recommended programs.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: Why do some paints and glazes 
stink...not just smell earthy but downright stink, and is 
there anything I can do about it?
 Dear Offended Nose: What you are smelling is the sulfur used 
in creating the color, my guess would be it is an orange color or 

perhaps a yellow or brown. The same element which causes a lovely 
hue also causes noses to wrinkle in distaste. (Unless you are a 7 year 
old boy fascinated by toots) Odor can also be caused by bacterial 
contamination, so, if it is one bottle you are sniffing and not all the 
bottles of that particular color, you may have a contamination issue. 
I recommend a good set of nose plugs or a dab of menthol under 
your nose.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: I have some bottles of paint I just 
found in a box, hiding for a few years. I took them out and 
they are really watery. Why? What is the life expectancy 
of glaze?
 Dear Wishy Washy: Sadly, everything settles with time, including 
under-glazes. The heavy parts head south first. Most likely, you will 
find a thick layer of glaze in the bottom of the bottle. If you can shake 
that up and re-suspend it the glaze should be fine to use. If you have 
to use a sharp object to budge the glaze in the bottom of the bottle 
you have waited too long and it is time to let it go. Under-glazes have 
no “shelf life” or life expectancy, you will note no expiration dates 
printed on the containers. As long as they can be remixed (even if 
you have to add a bit of distilled water to do it) they are usable.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: What raw materials make brown 
glazes so much thicker than other colors?
 Dear Thick: The culprit is zinc. The zinc binds with other materi-
als in the under-glaze and that makes it thicker than other colors.

 Dear Kiln Goddess: What could happen if I fast fire? 
 Dear Speedy Gonzales: Much like getting married after your first 
date doesn’t tend to lead to happy endings, fast firing doesn’t allow for 
proper bonding between the glaze and the bisque. Can it work? Sure. 
Will it always work? No.  Just like in any good relationship, it is necessary 
to take the proper amount of time to assure a good match between 
your bisque and glaze. This kiln goddess recommends a bit of courting 
prior to commitment. 

 Kiln Goddess questions are answered by a witty couple of studio 
owners, with a little help from suppliers with the technical questions! As 
for the advice here, take it or leave it, but don’t blame the CCSA as we 
don’t take responsibility for the answers! Please send your Kiln Goddess 
Questions to staff@ccsaonline.com and we will forward them to the 
Kiln Goddess!

Kiln 
Goddess
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 by Jennifer Blevins, iLoveToCreate™, a Duncan Enterprises Company

trend 
FLASH

A continuing 
series on design 
and style trends 

which affect 
you and your 

studio.

 It used to be that planting and harvesting food was for farm-
ers, canning food was a chore our grandmothers and great-grand-
mothers tackled so that we wouldn’t starve in the winter, and 
buying organic foods was for the rich or the fanatic or both! Not 
anymore. We live in an era where sustainability is here to stay and 
having a sense of self-sufficiency is comforting and often neces-
sary. There is a new foodie culture where people in their 20s and 
30s are embracing a connection with what 
they grow, eat, and serve to others. Classes 
in canning and preserving food are now of-
fered -- not at your local adult school -- but 
at places like The Urban Craft Center in 
Southern California, where sewing, felting, 
and crocheting are also offered. In an article 
in The New York Times it was reported that 
the number of beginning farmers is increas-
ing. These are people, often young couples, 
who are farming without the convenience 
of modern farm tools and technology. In 
2010, the Department of Agriculture dis-
tributed $18 million to educate young growers across the coun-
try.
 Let’s face it: our lives and our lifestyles have changed. People 
are turning to urban farming, container gardening, canning, and all 
kinds of self-sustaining activities for many reasons: the slow-to-
recover economy, the desire to support one’s local community, 
the preference for all-natural products, saving and supporting the 
environment, and making a living when the job market is closed up 
tight. It’s been said that gardening is the ultimate ‘green’ activity. Ac-
cording to Garden Media Group, the number one gardening trend 
today is gardening with a purpose. This means “we are integrating 
more edibles into our gardens: more herbs, more vegetables and 
more fruit trees,” says Patricia ST. John, President, Association of 
Professional Landscape Designers.
 As people have simplified their lifestyles and have downsized 
their homes, many are taking more time to enjoy life, enjoy their 
friends and their families, and even their own backyards. Cooking 
at home is another trend that is sticking around. Families are en-
joying meals together cooking with fresh, homegrown ingredients, 
and enjoying a sense of satisfaction from growing their own yum-
mies in their own gardens. The Garden Writers Association Foun-

dation (GWAF) said in its Summer Gardening Trends Research 
Report  identifying national gardening trends for the 2010 gar-
dening season, that more U.S. households with a lawn or garden 
report they grow vegetables in their gardens than those who do 
not. Consumers adding a vegetable garden or an herb garden to 
their indoor or outdoor living space increased 12% since last year, 
according to GWA.

 For those who may not have a back-
yard space or may live in the city, container 
gardens and vertical gardens are a great 
alternative. About half of all food garden-
ing households grow food in containers. 
Herbs are a perfect plant for small indoor 
container gardens. Bringing the outdoors in 
is a beneficial way to enjoy the beauty of 
a garden if you are confined to a limited 
landscape or a small space. Here are some 
additional benefits to indoor container gar-
dening:
	 •	Plants	can	be	within	reach	for	an	in-

dividual with limitations who is unable to garden in a traditional 
way.
	 •	Pests	will	not	be	an	issue.
	 •	You	can	easily	snip	off	exactly	what	you	need	as	you	prepare	
meals in the kitchen.
    How can your contemporary ceramic studio translate this 
new trend in gardening, specifically container gardening, to your 
consumer? The key is to show how simple and decorative it is 
to create and maintain an herb, floral, or small vegetable garden 
within small containers. 
	 •	Stage	a	set	near	a	window	with	several	of	 these	 types	of	
decorative containers and vessels filled with edible plants.
	 •	Embellish	these	planters	with	ceramic	plant	sticks	that	iden-
tify the herb or vegetation in the pot.
	 •	Create	a	serene	experience	by	adding	a	water	feature	near	
the containers to set the mood. You can make your own water 
feature from one to several ceramic vessels.
	 •	Offer	recipes	that	incorporate	clippings	from	the	small	con-
tainer herbs as a way to convey the benefits of in-home gardening. 
	 •	Make	the	container	garden	a	family	affair.	Offer	a	free	plant	
when more than three containers are purchased and painted.

There is a new foodie 
culture where people 
in their 20s and 30s 

are embracing a 
connection with what 

they grow, eat, and 
serve to others.

Small Space GardeningSmall Space Gardening

2011
Convention

Teacher
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According to Garden Media Group, 
the number one gardening trend today 
is gardening with a purpose.

It’s been said that gardening is 
the ultimate ‘green’ activity.



oN ThE RoAD
by Bonnie Karet, CCSA Membership Relations Director 
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Cindy Kozlowski, owner of 
You Do the Dishes 

in Tampa, FL, has 
created a “tough act to 

follow” situation 
for future 

regional events!

Regionalsuccess!
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 The regional events are smaller and more intimate than our 
big convention each year, but the networking opportunities and 
classes, albeit smaller, are valuable. The studios that are chosen 
to host regional events have to be large enough to seat 50-60 
people, and be inspirational as well. Cindy 
Kozlowski, owner of You Do the Dishes in 
Tampa, FL, has created a “tough act to fol-
low” situation for future regional events! 
Not a single person who attended was ex-
empt from feeling admiration for the beau-
tiful, funky, creative space Cindy has created. 
Complete with a coffee and smoothie bar, 
ice cream and snacks, You Do the Dishes is 
a dream studio. Each and every sample was 
painted beautifully and originally by Cindy 
or by one of her incredibly talented staff members, many of whom 
are artists. The array of bisque against the colorful walls was aston-
ishing.  Cindy’s staff was helpful, talented, and friendly. They made it 

look so easy, but we all know that hosting an event like this, with 
the guests being your peers, must be somewhat daunting.

 Q: How did you prepare for the regional?
 Cindy: Once the date for the CCSA 
Regional was definite, I immediately made 
plans to ensure that our regular custom-
ers would have as much advanced notice as 
possible about the store being closed.  Ad-
ditionally, I made efforts to canvas the local 
community for hotel and restaurant facili-
ties that might help to plan and prepare for 
the event. Local restaurants, for example, 
gave us pre-prepared menus for catered 
lunches.  Arrangements were also made in 

the store for slideshow presentations and any other accommoda-
tions.  All supplies were preordered to ensure their prompt arrival 
by the date of the conference.

Q: How did it go for you?
 The Regional itself was very well organized and 
productive with an array of different people shar-
ing useful and varied ideas.  The presentations were 
thorough and each expressed a unique perspective 
from their personal studio experiences.  I was truly 
impressed by the interactions and idea swapping 
from the participants. The convention atmosphere 
fostered communications and encouraged future 
networking.
 
 The CCSA’s next regional event is being held at 
All Fired Up in Collingswood, NJ, on June 6 and 7, 
2011. A very affordable $99 gets you two lunches, 
4 technique, (two pottery painting, one glass, one 
clay) and two business classes. If this is in your area, 
join us!
 

The Regional itself 
was very well organized 

and productive with 
an array of different 
people sharing useful 

and varied ideas.  

Above: Wendy Pettys teaches a calendar plate 
at the Tampa Regional.

Right: Making friends at the Tampa Regional.
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Dear Fellow Studio Owners,
We are very excited and honored to be chosen for the Northeast Regional Conference 

this year. We have been open for almost 14 years now and at least one of us has attended 
every CCSA convention except for 2007 when we moved into this studio. 

We are looking forward to not only hosting the event but also being able to attend the event. 
Best of all, it will motivate us to clean up our studio because there is never enough time 

to clean it as well as we want. We are confident that the attendees will love our 
little town while they are here. Once again, thanks so much for giving us this opportunity. 

Pam O’Brien & Kim Raiguel, All Fired Up!
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Glass: 
 Richard la londe: www.richardlalonde.com, creates fused 
glass art with the use of frit; Roger Thomas: www.rogerthomas.
com, fused glass landscape artist; Patty Gray: www.pattygray.
com, multiple fused glass techniques; Carmen and Gil Reyn-
olds: www.fusionheadquarters.com, pattern bar technique. These 

are just a few of the many artists out there 
teaching and writing. Pull up their websites 
and be inspired!
 Depending on what part of the country 
you live in you may be able to attend one 
of the camps provided by one of our fabu-
lous CCSA vendors such as Gare (Garef-
est) www.gare.com, or Bisque Imports 
(Cerama Jam) www.bisqueimports.com or 

Mayco (Pottery Camps) www.maycocolors.com. Duncan, www.
ilovetocreate.com, offers patterns and instructions and Webinar 
classes from several artists are also available online from www.
Ceramicarts.com.  I have taken classes from all of the above men-
tioned teachers and found a wealth of inspiration and knowledge 
about our products, how to use them the best, and the process of 
how they are created.
 Decide what drives your passion and as the CCSA says, “Fuel 
Your Fire”!
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A  L i g h t e r  M O M e N t

By Judy Salinas, Glazed & Amazed

Loving to Learn
 I love to learn. I especially love to learn about what I am 
passionate about. What are you passionate about? Do you love 
to paint pottery, work with fused glass, play with clay? Take that 
passion and grow your knowledge. Not only will your customers 
benefit from your increased knowledge but you will enjoy your 
work so much more. 
 We have so many wonderful artists 
and teachers in our industry. These talented 
people are so willing to share their knowl-
edge with us, you just need to know where 
to look. Many of these artists have patterns 
or classes available. Some of the people 
I have had the honor to have grown and 
learned from are:

PoTTeRy:
 David Hoff: www.davidhoff.com, beautiful, traditional and 
contemporary brushstroke technique; Frank Kahanic: www.
ceramicarts.com, fun whimsical painting style; Michael Har-
bridge:  www.claypuzzling.com, clay puzzling and raku; Paula 
McCoy: www.colorsforearth.com,  detailed mixed product style; 
Jon Dean: www.timandjon.com, contemporary pottery and glass 
artist; and Maryann ohearn: www.gare.com, amazing everything 
artist, and master cricket user.

Not only will your 
customers benefit from 

your increased knowledge 
but you will enjoy your 

work so much more. 





Have a Party!
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EmployEE? 

by Mary Liz Curtin

 Everybody loves a party (except my husband, who absolutely 
hates them) and we especially love gatherings at our store be-
cause they are fun, lucrative and you can actually make people go 
home at a reasonable hour.
 These gatherings, large and small, have been the key to our 
success. When people come to a party in the store, and especially 
if there is a charity tie-in, they are just naturally disposed to like 
you. The crowd adds a buzz to the shop, makes people want to 
buy things and, even better, sends them home ready to tell their 
friends what a great time they had and how terrific the shop is.
 Marketing a store gets more and more difficult in tough times, 
so we have to give our customers a little more than they expect…
or perhaps a LOT more, and special events of all kinds are one 
way to make your store a destination.
 When we talk about EVENTS, many people think they have to 
call in the caterers, erect a tent and rent little golden chairs. Not 
so! An event can be a simple coffee, a little treat or just wine and 
cheese. The whole trick is to make your shoppers feel special and 
treasured and to host a party that will work in your space.
 Many marketers and retail experts are extolling the virtues 
of in-store events these days, stores, but some shop owners are 
still nervous about hosting parties and special events. They worry 
about damage, shoplifting and liability. With careful planning and a 
solid plan, you can allay these fears. 

seT Goals
 Why are you having this party? Are you hoping to attract new 
customers? Showcase new product? Raise money for a charity? 

Often, you are trying to build your brand and the actual sales may 
come later. Other events really bring in the cash (which is a good 
thing).  If you know what you are trying to accomplish you can 
judge the results.

CHoose a TIMe anD DaTe 
 The right time is crucial for attendance, so consider your au-
dience and their schedules as you plan. Some events are better 
after store hours, but many can be held while the store is open. 
Will it be private or open to the public? Be sure to leave enough 
time to promote the event and get the word out.   

analyze youR sPaCe
 Where will you serve the food and drinks? Try not to use the 
cash wrap for a buffet or bar if you will be selling things during the 
event, since that is a recipe for disaster. You may have to clear an 
area or bring in a table (or two) to make the refreshments acces-
sible to the guests. The space you have will dictate the number of 
people you can accommodate and the type of food you can serve. 
While you want it to look glamorous and generous, you may have 
to do it in a small space. 
 
Menu
 You are always wise to serve more of fewer things, rather than 
small amounts of lots of foods. A bountiful array will look more glam-
orous and be easier to keep looking fresh. For an evening event, wine 
and cheese is a classic that always works, as does coffee and pastries. 
During the day, coffee and cookies is great. I always add a big pile of 
grapes or strawberries regardless of the time of day because the 
bright color really makes the display look inviting and fresh.

Let’s

2011
Convention

Teacher
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 If you plan to entertain in the store frequently, invest in the equip-
ment you will need. We have a restaurant coffee pot, which is fabu-
lous. It brews quickly and the coffee is not only very good but quite 
inexpensive. Because we serve “traditional roller rink food” often, and 
have a snack bar, we also have a hot dog steamer, popcorn popper and 
Otis Spunkmeyer cookie oven as well as the luxury of a dishwasher 
and a big freezer in the warehouse. You probably don’t need all these 
items, but a good ice chest and coffee pot are essential. Popcorn also 
gives you a lot of bang for your buck and it smells terrific.
 Catered affairs are another situation entirely. For a fancy event, 
having someone else do the cooking and 
serving is a good idea. Always have a walk 
through with the caterer before you order 
the food so you can decide how and where 
you will serve it. We prefer to use dishes 
from the store instead of the caterer’s trays, 
so we give the dishes to them ahead of time 
and never have to transfer food. 
 
InvITaTIons
 How will you get the people to your 
party? The least expensive way to invite 
them is by e-mail. If you are working with a 
charity, be sure they invite everyone on their list so you make new 
friends…and customers. If it is a public event, press releases are a 
must.
 
PaRKInG
 When you are expecting a crowd, you may also expect a traf-
fic jam. Put parking instructions on the invitation or provide valets 
if the budget allows. We often have parking directors, who greet 
drivers and tell them where to look for available parking spots.

HouRs
 Always put an ending 
time on your invitations, but 
expect to be in the store for 
up to one additional hour. At 
charity functions, the actual 
shopping usually happens in a 
big rush at the very end (usu-
ally right after I have let my 
son escape for the evening) in 
a chaotic rush. Plan your staff-
ing accordingly. 

lIQuoR 
 If you serve wine or 
other alcohol, check your lo-
cal laws carefully to see if you 
need permits or licenses. Al-
ways watch your guests care-
fully for signs of inebriation. 
We recently decided that if 
we hear one straight man say 
to another “I love you dude, I 
really do. I mean it, man” we 
close the bar.
 If you do not serve al-
cohol, consider one of the 
many non-alcoholic “designer 

drinks”. They add a festive atmosphere.    

Don’T FoRGeT
 Always buy extra ice, wine, napkins and cheese. It couldn’t 
hurt.

lIMITaTIons
 Don’t try to overdo it. Learn what works for your space, bud-
get and customers. A fabulous small party is better than a not-so-
great large one. 

TaKe noTes
 After the event or even during the 
event write a few notes about what worked 
and what did not. If the event is good, DO 
IT AGAIN. My theory is that the first time 
is just a party, the second time is better and 
the third time you hold an event it becomes 
a tradition. 

you aRe In CHaRGe
 These events get better and easier as 
you do more and more of them. You will 

also learn what works well is your store, so don’t let any party 
planner or charity director try to make you do something you 
don’t want to do. Always remember that it is a privilege to have a 
party in your store and an honor to attend.

 Benefits, parties and special events have put our store on the 
map. We have made new friends, increased our customer base ex-
ponentially and built a reputation as a store that gives back to the 
community.  
 You can do it. There are very few spills, we’ve had no damage 
to product and the cost is not high for many of these events.

Why are you having 
this party? Are you 
hoping to attract 
new customers? 

Showcase new product? 
Raise money for 

a charity? 

Don’t try to overdo it. Learn what works for 
your space, budget and customers. A fabulous 
small party is better than a not-so-great large one. 
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EXPLORE OUR NEW WEBSITE: www.creative-hobbies.com

It’s open to the public so to access the Wholesale section, use your customer number 
or 01-03950 as username and 123 as a Password.

 
CALL Ginny At 800-tHE-KiLn if you need a Wholesale Account Set-Up.
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Fused GlassCritters

by Denise Gibson, owner of Amazing Glaze 
and Studio Consultant to Delphi Glass.   

Contact Denise with any questions or for the 
financial analysis for this project:  1-800-248-2048, x3066.
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suPPlIes neeDeD:

	 •	 6”	unglazed	Bisque	Tile
	 •	 6”x6”		ThinFire	Shelf	Paper
	 •	 Thin	Clear	COE	96	Glass
	 •	 Opaque	Glass:
   Red
   Black
   Orange
   Yellow
   Amazon Green
   Dark Blue
   White
	 •	 16	Gauge	Copper	Wire	–	any	hardware	store

PReP InsTRuCTIons:

 1.  Cut Thin Clear Glass into 2”x3” rectangles

 2.  Cut Copper Wire into 5 ?”  and 2” pieces.  
   Each project need three long and two short 
   sections of copper wire.

 3.  Cut Thin Fire shelf paper into 6” squares.  
   I like to fire copper wire on my bisque
   tiles as to not leave any ‘burn’ marks 
   on my kiln shelf. 

 4.  Cut Bodies and Heads from 
   assorted opaque glass:
    a.  Bodies are 
     2”x2” squares
    b.  Heads are 1”x2” 
     rectangles

 5.  Prepare decorative elements:  
   Dots, Barbells, Nipped glass, etc.

WoRKsHoP InsTRuCTIons:
 
 1.  Place thinfire shelf paper on tile

 2.  Lay thin clear glass on tile.  

 3.  Glue copper wire onto clear glass using Blue Gel glue.  
   Be sure that the copper is at least 1/3” onto the 
   clear glass.   

 4.  Lay Body and Head glass on top of copper wire.

 5.  Begin to decorate your critters.

	 6.		 Fire	to	Tack	Fuse	temperature	–	See	firing	instructions.

	 7.		 Scrub	Copper	Wire	with	steel	wool	–	curl	for	feet	
   and antenna.
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2011 ccsA convEntion
birMinGhAM, AlAbAMA

sEptEMbEr 9-12, 2011
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	 •	 In	depth,	3	hour	business	and	technique	classes

	 •		Pre-Convention	Classes	are	offered	on	
  Friday, Sept. 9. At 9am and 1pm

	 •	 Cost:	$50	per	class,	and	that	includes	all	materials	
  and supplies. Attendees must pre-register for 
  Pre-Cons.

9:00aM PRe-ConvenTIon Classes:

one Firing Ceramic/Glass 
Bowl & Fired Treats 
with Michael Harbridge Royal & Lang-
nickel Brush Mfg. 
 Discover how easy it is to 
combine standard ceramic bisque, 
glazes and glass to create stunning 
artwork. Best of all, it requires 
no special firing and can be fired 
right along with all your other 
glazed ware. Michael will share the 
tips and tricks of what shapes work 
best, intriguing glaze combinations and 
ways to introduce glass without cutting 
tools or a large investment. You’ll discuss and 
use the proper brushes and learn the best ways to 
care for them. In addition to the bowl, you’ll get the opportunity 
to “frost” ceramic cookies and learn how to make and bake ce-
ramic cookies as workshops, camps, school projects and so much 
more. Both techniques can make money! Each participant will 
glaze and apply glass to one bowl, ready for an 06 firing and frost 
several cookies to take along as tempting samples. All supplies in-
cluded in workshop.

Pumpkin Carving, slab Rolling, 
open Pour Mold Making - 
Put your studio to Work! 
with Julia McNair and 
Sandi Kirkwood

 Don’t miss out on great 
seasonal money makers! 
 In this class, you will 
learn how to pour, clean, 
and carve pumpkin molds. 
We will show you how to 
make a pouring table and 
how to store the pump-
kins.
 You will also learn how 
to make plaster molds for 
open-pour ornaments (and 
other shapes). You can save a sig-
nificant amount of money by pouring 

your own! Learn how to put your slab roller to work as well, 
creating letters or ornaments that will bring some jingle to your 
bottom line.
 Cost analysis, information about initial investments and 
potential profit will be discussed.

1:00PM PRe-ConvenTIon Classes:

Making Fused Glass successful in your studio-How 
to Really sell it!
with Denise Gibson

      The owner of Amazing Glaze, and consultant to studios, via 
Delphi Glass, offers a unique perspective on how to make 

Glass successful in your studio.  
   Do you ever wonder if you are making the 

most money you can from Fused Glass?  What bar-
riers do you have to making it a huge success in 
your studio?  Is it not moving the way you thought 
it would? 
          This class will identify and focus on some 
key areas to make sure you are maximizing your 
profits when it comes to offering fused glass:  

Marketing, Getting Repeat Business, Making ef-
fective use of the materials, Maximizing profits and 

more! Learn how, in less than four years, revenue from 
glass has grown to over 60% in Denise’s Studio! 

summer Camps That sizzle!
Robin and Julie Cates and Bonnie Karet
 Robin, Julie, and Bonnie all have successful sell-out camps in 
single session and weeklong formats.
 The goal of this workshop is develop a holiday and summer 
camp format that best suits the demands of your market and/or 
your personal preference.
 Focus on Business:
	 •		What	kind	of	camp	is	right	for	you;	week-long	or	
  single sessions?
	 •		How	much	will	your	camp	cost	you	per	child,	and	

how should you price it?
	 •	Project	planning	and	the	importance	of	

      samples.
	 •			Marketing	your	camps
•			Staffing	your	camps
	•		Scheduling	camps	and	other	events	
    simultaneously.
•		Making	those	campers	repeat	customers.	
•		How	to	turn	your	camp	in	to	a	“must	do”	
   in the myriad of competing camps.
•		Tips	and	tricks	to	process	projects	and	
   get them done in a week, including clay.

Focus on projects:
•			Attendees	will	complete	a	glass,	clay,		and	

painting project.
•		Attendees	will	receive	a	packet	containing	20	camp	

projects, including pictures and instructions.
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Holiday Magic
by Denise Gibson of 
Amazing Glaze and Delphi 
Glass

Playful Patterns
by Lynn Adams 
and Bisque Imports

Biz-niqUE CLASSES:
 Combining a great technique with a 
method of marketing and selling the product 
or class, these classes are getting more and 
more popular!

Defying Gravity with Fired on Images
by Chesapeake Ceramics
 In this class, participants will create a travel 
mug while learning more about Fired On Images.  
The design on the mug involves rubbing on a light 
blue to create a sky effect and learning to place color on the piece 
to tint Fired On Images.  The simplicity of this surface-preparation 
work will allow participants to focus on learning about the prod-
uct while working on the piece. Participants will also practice ap-
plying Fired On Images on pre-glazed tiles.
 Using Fired On Images enables studios to offer their custom-
ers a photo-transfer option.  Many studios have expressed an in-
terest in Fired On Images but have questions about the product 
itself. Information will be provided on how to successfully use 
Fired On Images in a Contemporary Ceramic Studio.  Time will be 
allotted for Q & A as well.  

tECHniqUE CLASSES: 
 Fuel Your Creative Fire! Classes were chosen with marketability in 
mind! Join some of the industry’s most talented teachers and learn a 
new trick or two!

Winged Heart:
Drawing your Painting 
with underglaze Pencils
by Christy Forrest and 
Gayle DuRivage, Painted Earth Studios

Color For your 
senses-Majolica
by Aline Karpoyan of Artcentric and 

Hobby Colorobbia

Grab a “Coat” 
It’s snowing
by Maryanne O’Hearn 
and Gare

Big Hoot
by Mayco

oodles of Doodles:
Fancy Brushstrokes and 

Funky lettering
by Maryanne O’Hearn and Julie Cates

   element Bottles
   by Mayco

 Fall Foliage
 by Lisa Feltz, 
The Pottery Stop
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Cricut Creations
by Julia McNair of 
Do*It*Yourself*Crafts 
 So many studios 
have purchased a Cri-
cut machine, but not 
everyone is using it to 
its best money-making 
potential. We’ll make 
a fun piece using cricut 
stickers and the alcohol 
technique, but we’ll also spend 
a lot of time on how you manage 
having a Cricut in your studio. We’ll have a presentation of how we 
use the Cricut with customers, as well as plenty of samples! 

step up To stoneware
by Mary Raleigh and Finger Lakes Stoneware
 Decorate a cherry design on a pie plate using Mayco Stroke n 
Coats. Following completion of the decorating, cover entire stone-
ware pie plate with the new revolutionary Glimmerglass Clear 
Glaze	–	which	is	non-crazing,	non-shivering	and	firing	to	cone	06.	

Creative Crew Club
by Kami Hatley of Paint A Piece
 Dish, Dine, Paint, and Wine was a big hit at convention last 
year, and many studios continue to have success with the pro-
gram. Creative Crew Club is a kid themed version of that pro-
gram. Learn how to teach step by step fun and impressive painting 
projects to kids. You will learn how to paint them, market them, 
and profit from them. In addition to the sample you paint, you will 
receive a few project plans to get your program started!

BUSinESS CLASSES
 In addition to our powerful line-up of Professional Speakers, the 
CCSA is proud to offer the following classes:

How To Teach a Wheel Class
by Danielle McDonald AKA the Clay Lady
 Over 30 years of teaching the potter’s wheel to adults and 
children has given Danielle ~The Clay Lady~ the experience to 
help you teach simply and succinctly.  Her method is so respected 
that Shimpo sends her DVD with every potter’s wheel they sell.
 Clay Camp - Teach a children’s clay camp that makes it easy on 
you! With The Clay Lady Way there is half the work for you and 
twice the fun for the artists! Danielle~The Clay Lady~ will share 
her schedule, projects and class management as well as how to 
make great profit!

P.R.I.D.e. 
by Kami Hatley of Paint a Piece
 Take PRIDE in your manager and staff! Motivate them to be 
productive and increase their job satisfaction by following these 
steps: improve Performance, create Rewards, give Incentives, make 
them Devoted, and Empower them

let’s talk about Clay
by Shimpo Ceramics
 This class/presentation will give people the information they 
need to introduce clay into their contemporary studios. It may also 
give studios that currently use clay new ideas and information on 

new products. Discuss how to select clay, profitability, set up and 
clean up, teaching in the studio, and choosing the right equip-

ment.

Trends
by Jenniver Blevins of  iLoveToCreate
 Learn how to Trend Surf! Jennifer has worked for iLoveTo-

Create for over 15 years, starting as a talented designer in the 
craft department, and now as a trends specialist since 2005.  

She is responsible for gathering the latest trends from various 
resources, and translating that information into daily, weekly and 

monthly trend reports. Discuss trends and the impact they have on 
every aspect of your business, including new product development, 
marketing communication, packaging concepts, sales presentations, 
and in everyday project ideas.

show Me The Money!
by Teddy Wright
 Where is your money coming from and where is it going? How 
much should you be charging for different projects in your store? 
How do you determine what your overhead factor is for your studio 
and apply that information when you price your products? Be smart 
about your money! Bring your laptop and a list of all of your monthly 
expenses to this interactive workshop. You will be creating a spread-
sheet that will show you EXACTLY where your money is going, and 
you can take that back to your studio and put it to work!

Daily studio operations 
by Katie Yallaly, Doing Dishes Pottery Studios, 
and Meghan Davis, Color Me Happy
 Are you a new studio? Are you a new owner to an older 
studio? Or, maybe you just need a little help with the day to day 
operations of your studio.  This is the class for you!  This class will 
provide you with some great ideas and super easy ways to make 
your studio run more efficiently.  We will discuss everything from 
inventory control, pottery tracking, cleaning schedules, paint dis-
play solutions, employee tasks and responsibilities, and lots more.  
Meghan and Katie come from 2 very different studios in 2 very 
different markets.  They will provide a unique look at what it takes 
to make your studio run efficiently and help save you time and 
money. 

shoestring Marketing
by Sandi Kirkwood of Clay Casa, 
and Michelle Booth of Glazed Over Ceramics
 Back by popular demand, this Texas Duo will teach you low cost 
and no cost marketing strategies that will help you get your name 
out there and bring new customers to your door. You don’t have to 
spend as much money in the advertising slice of your marketing pie 
if you employ some of these brilliant marketing strategies!

Take your show on the Road!  
by Nebojsa Stojkovic of Artistic Way, Canada
 Learn how you can take your program to daycares, community 
centers, and other offsite venues. Plus, learn how to create: an op-
portunity to generate some revenue during typically slow times for 
PYOPs, like September and January; create repeat business opportu-
nities; lunch and after 4 art classes at schools, daycares or community 
centers; one time art classes/events at schools, daycares or commu-
nity centers; and learn how to create successful animation, pottery or 
mixed media art classes (duration of 8-10 weeks).
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The Inside secrets of Fast Track Retailers:
strategies that Create Retail success!
(created exclusively for the PYOP Industry)
 What lies ahead in this retail world of ours?  How about diverse 
customers who want what they want, when they want it, the way 
that they want it, plus plenty of competition. It’s definitely not 
business as usual!  Join Rich Kizer and Georganne Bender as they 
share new ways to think about your studio and how you can 
become the ultimate competitor. You’ll learn what customers say it’s 
going to take to make them choose your studio over any other.  
But that’s not all…

 KIZER & BENDER will profile highly successful CCSA 
member	studio	owners	–	Fast	Track	Retailers	–	and	what	they’ve	
done in the face of enormous competition, not only to survive, 
but thrive. We’ll take an insider’s look at how Fast Track Retailers 
consistently deliver impeccable customer service; the innovative and 
effective marketing strategies that deliver sales and drive their 
competition crazy; the loyalty marketing programs that keeps 
customers close, and more.

We’ll unravel their Fast Track Secrets, strategies, and motivations. 
You’ll leave ready to thrill your customers and take on your competition 
with a new vigor; armed with winning strategies and tactics you can 
take to the bank!

social Media Marketing for Retailers
 Social Media Marketing is the equivalent of an ongoing cocktail party: 
it’s a combination of saying and doing the right things to keep fans and 
followers engaged. It’s about enticing customers to love your store on-line; 
it’s	also	an	extension	of	your	store	–	does	it	do	your	brand	justice?	Social	
media platforms change quickly, the rules do, too. Join Rich Kizer and 
Georganne Bender and learn the cutting-edge skills you need to 
help you master social media marketing. You’ll learn:

	 •	 Tips	to	Improve	Your	Facebook	Business	Page
	 •	 How	to	Create	Tweets	that	Get	Re-Tweeted

 Rich Kizer & Georganne Bender are professional speakers, retail 
strategists, authors and consultants whose client list reads like a “Who’s 
Who” in business. Companies internationally depend upon them for 
timely advice on consumers and the changing retail market place.
 In 2010 KIZER & BENDER made Meetings & Conventions Maga-
zine’s list of Meeting Planners Favorite Keynote Speakers; they’ve also 
been named “Two of Retailing’s Most Influential People.” And with good 
reason: Rich and Georganne are experts on generational diversity, con-
sumer trends, marketing and promotion, and everything retail. They are 
widely referred to as retail anthropologists because they stalk and study 
that most elusive of mammals: today’s consumer.

Rich Kizer & Georganne Bender

	 •	 Smart	Ways	to	Promote	Your	Business	on	Facebook	
  and Twitter
	 •	 What	–	and	What	Not	–	to	Say	to	Encourage	
  Customer Conversation
	 •	 How	much	time	you	should	invest	each	day	in	social	
  media
	 •	 The	Latest	Tools	Available	to	Help	You	Evaluate	Your	
  On-line Effectiveness
	 •	 How	to	Measure	Your	Marketing	Success	in	Terms	of	
  Interaction and Sales
	 •	 Social	media	sites	you	may	be	missing,	and	more!

 You’ll learn great and not-so-great social media examples 
from a variety of retailers. And you’ll leave this session armed with 
practical, real-world social media tips and techniques to help you 
grow your business!




